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Lund Industries, Inc. is located in Northbrook
Illinois, a northwest suburb of Chicago and has
specialized in understanding vehicle equipment
requirements and solutions for over 30 years.
Lund provides you with informed, tested and
proven solutions saving you time and money,
while providing efficient, trouble free service from
your vehicle equipment.

Our Commitment to You is Service,
Price and Customer Satisfaction.

Custom Fabrication Services Are Also Available
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New Products

2013 + Ford Police Interceptor Sedan Solutions
VH-FPI-S24, S60 & S75 Tactical Interceptor Sedan Consoles

The VH-FPI S series consoles are designed for the FPI Sedan.
The VH-FPI-S24 is the largest (10”h x 26.5”l x 7.625”w) and features equipment
mounting space of 8” vertically and 10.5” horizontally. The vertical section
maximum mounting depth is 11”.
VH-FPI-S60
VH-FPI-S60 Tactical console (9”h x 18”l or 26”l x 7.625”w)
features equipment mounting space of 5” vertically and
9” or 16” horizontally. Maximum mounting depth is 9”.
VH-FPI-S75 Tactical console (10” h x 18”l or 26”l)
features equipment mounting space of 6” vertically and
VH-FPI-S75
9” or 16” horizontally. Maximum mounting depth is 9.5”.
The VH-FPI-S series mount to the OEM or Lund
VH-FPI-S24 baseplate and include equipment mounting brackets
and fill plates.

FDRS-FPI-SA Fold-Down Slide-Out Trunk Tray
The FDRS-FPI-SA is an innovative equipment
mounting solution for the Interceptor sedan trunk
trunk is a 36” x 17.375”aluminum fold down tray
that creates a false wall behind the rear seat and
features a 32” x 14” slide out tray. It provides a
convenient and protected mounting area for trunk
mounted electronics. The fold down design allows
easy access for service in the lowered position while
protecting electronic equipment in the upright
position. The slide-out tray allows equipment tray
removal for easy bench top work.

PASS

®

Police Audio-visual Safety S ystem

Our
patented
system
encloses
the siren
speakers
in the
PASS-2-FPI-S
upright
of our bumper system greatly improving ground plane
sound in front of your vehicle. PASS® solves vehicle
speaker mounting issues because the speaker is no
longer mounted behind the bumper or fascia. With dual
speakers, multiple siren tones can be used independently.
Optional front-facing LED’s replace conventional high beam
wig-wags or grill lights. Optional side-facing LED’s replace
conventional corner LED’s, significantly reducing
installation time and labor costs. Multiple lighting options
for front and side LED’s are available. A wiring harness is
included for easy installation.

FDRS-FPI-SA

FP-FPI Passenger Side Base
Lund’s FP-FPI passenger side base
mounts to the factory seat bolts and
requires no drilling into the vehicle floor.
The mount includes an FP-STEP offset
riser allowing placement closer to the transmission hump.
Multi-vehicle base fits: Ford Police Interceptor Sedan & Utility ( 2012
& newer), Ford Explorer (2011 & newer), Ford Taurus (2010 & newer).
Requires pole assembly.

SecureStor

Gun Rack

SS-GM2-FPI-S

SecureStor
dual gun rack mounts behind the
front seat on the hump, secured
to the front seat bolts and the rear
seat support. The SS-GM2 will
hold a variety of shotguns and
assault rifles. A charging handle
guard prevents charging the
weapon while secured. Slots allow
flashlight, radio speakers and other
equipment to be mounted out
of the way.
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New Products

2013 + Ford Police Interceptor Utility Solutions
VH-FPI-U24, VH-FPI-UM9 & UM16 Interceptor Utility Consoles

VH-FPI-U24

The VH-FPI-U Series Consoles are designed for the FPI Utility.
The VH-FPI-U24 is the largest (10”h x 22.5”l x 7.625”w)
VH-FPI-UM16
and features equipment mounting space of 8” vertically
and 10.5” horizontally. The vertical section maximum
mounting depth is 11”.
VH-FPI-UM9 (10”h x 18.5”l x 7.625”w) features equipment
mounting space of 8” vertically and 9” horizontally.
The vertical section maximum mounting depth is 8”.
VH-FPI-UM16 (10”h x 25.5”l x 7.625”w) features
equipment mounting space of 8” vertically and 16” horizontally. The vertical section
maximum mounting depth is 8”. The VH-FPI-U Consoles mount to the OEM or Lund
baseplate and include equipment mounting brackets and fill plates

SSTB-2042RM Raised Mount SecureStor Vault
Lund’s raised mount steel SecureStor storage vault
(20”l x 42”w x 12”h) with high security Simplex
combination lock allows easy access to the spare tire
and recovers equipment space under the vault by
raising it 12”. SecureStor heavy duty steel SUV vaults
are fully carpeted to protect your equipment and feature
an 8.5” high drawer on heavy duty full extension slides
rated to 250 lbs.

SSTB-2042RM

SSTB-2042RM

SSTB-2042RM

Far right w/ optional FPI-UEC Electronics Cabinet.
At right w/ optional FPI-UGD Gear Drawer.
SSTB-2042
SSTB-2042RM
FPI-UEC
FPI-UGD

(42” x 20” x 9”)
(w/ raised mount 42” x 20” x 9”)
(w/ raised 32” x 14” tray)
(w/ 35” x 16” x 16” drawer)

FPI-UEC
FPI-UGD

PASS ® Police Audio-visual Safety S ystem
SecureStor

Gun Rack
SS-GM2-FPI-U
SecureStor dual gun rack
mounts behind the front seat
on the hump, secured to the
front seat bolts and the rear
seat support. The SS-GM2
will hold a variety of shotguns
and assault rifles. A charging
handle guard prevents
charging the weapon while
secured. Slots allow flashlight,
radio speakers and other
equipment to be mounted
out of the way.
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Our
patented
system
encloses
the siren
speakers
in the
PASS-2XL-FPI-U
upright
of our bumper system greatly improving ground plane
sound in front of your vehicle. PASS® solves vehicle speaker
mounting issues because the speaker is no longer mounted
behind the bumper or fascia. With dual speakers, multiple
siren tones can be used independently. Optional front-facing
LED’s replace conventional high beam wig-wags or grill
lights. Optional side-facing LED’s replace conventional corner
LED’s, significantly reducing installation time and labor costs.
Multiple lighting options for front and side LED’s areavailable.
A wiring harness is included for easy installation.

New Products

2015 + Dodge Charger Solutions

Vehicle Specific Consoles
VH-CGR15

2015-newer Charger Tactical Console (10.5”h x 26.5”l x 7.625”w)
with 60 degree slope features equipment mounting space of 4” vertically and 16.5”
horizontally. Maximum mounting depth is 7.5”. Mounts to OEM vehicle brackets and
has computer attachment point. Allows for relocation of factory USB and audio jacks.

VH-CGR2415

2015-newer Charger Tactical Console (10”h x 24”l x 7.625”w)
with 60 degree slope features equipment mounting space of 7” vertically and 10”
horizontally. Maximum mounting depth is 10.5”. Allows for 2 to 3 pieces of equipment
to be mounted in the vertical section for those with more than one 1 piece radio/siren.
Mounts to OEM vehicle location and has motion attachment point. Allows for relocation of

VH-CGR15

factory USB and audio jacks.

Trunk Trays
FDRS-CGR11-SA Fold-Down Slide-Out Trunk Tray
The FDRS-CGR11-SA is an innovative equipment mounting solution for
the Charger trunk is a 37” x 18”aluminum fold down tray that creates a
false wall behind the rear seat and features a 32” x 14” slide out tray.. It
provides a convenient and protected mounting area for trunk mounted
electronics. The fold down design allows easy access for service in the
lowered position while protecting electronic equipment in the upright
position. Access to the spare tire is not blocked by the installation.

VH-CGR2415

FDRS-CGR11-SA

ST-CGR11

ST-CGR11
2011-15 Charger trunk side equipment tray.

CGR11-SHELF
2011-15 Charger full width slide out trunk tray.

CGR11-TRAY21

CGR11-TRAY-21

2011-15 21" Charger slide-out trunk tray.

FP-CGR11

Passenger Side Computer Mounting

2011-15 Charger Passenger side
computer mount. Requires pole

FP-CGR11

assembly and motion attachment.

PASS ® Police Audio-visual Safety S ystem
Our patented
system encloses
the siren speakers
in the upright of
our bumper system
greatly improving
PASS-2-CHGR15
ground plane
sound in front of your vehicle. PASS® solves vehicle speaker
mounting issues because the speaker is no longer mounted
behind the bumper or fascia. With dual speakers, multiple
siren tones can be used independently. Optional frontfacing LED’s replace conventional high beam wig-wags or
grill lights. Optional side-facing LED’s replace conventional
corner LED’s, significantly reducing installation time and
labor. Multiple lighting options for front and side LED’s are
available. A wiring harness is included for easy installation.

SecureStor Gun Rack
SS-GM2-CGR11
2011-15 SecureStor dual gun
rack mounts behind the front
seat on the hump, secured to
the front seat bolts and the rear
seat support. The SS-GM2
will hold a variety of shotguns
and assault rifles. A charging
handle guard prevents charging
the weapon while secured.
Slots allow flashlight, radio
speakers and other equipment
to be mounted out of the way.
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New Products

2011 + Chevrolet Caprice Solutions

Vehicle Specific Consoles
VH-CAP14 w/ 13” horizontal section

VH-CAP14- **

(please specify horizontal length when ordering)

available with 4”, 9”, 13” or 16” horizontal section
The VH-CAP14 console (7.75”h x 7.625”w) is designed
specifically for the 2014 Caprice with column mounted
shifter. This console features equipment mounting space of 4”
vertically and a vertical section maximum mounting depth of 9”.
Mounts to OEM base plate.
VH-CAP14

VH-CAP9 or VH-CAP16
available with 9” or 16” horizontal section
VH-CAP9-B
w/ 9” horizontal section

The VH-CAP9 and VH-CAP16 consoles are designed
to fit the 2011-13 Caprice with floor mounted shifter ** or
the 2014 + Caprice with Column mounted shifter.
VH-CAP9 (10”h x 21.5”l x 7.625”w) features equipment mounting
space of 8” vertically and 9” horizontally. The vertical section
maximum mounting depth is 10”.
VH-CAP16 (10”h x 28.5”l x 7.625”w) features equipment mounting
space of 8” vertically and 16” horizontally. The vertical section
maximum mounting depth is 10”.
** -B Includes CAP-BASE 2011-13 Caprice base plate.

VH-CAP9-B
w/ HD-ARM heavy-duty armrest

Passenger Side Computer Mounting
FP-CAP14 (2014 +) and FP-CAP11 (2011-13)
The FP-CAP14 and FP-CAP11 passenger side bases mount
to the factory seat bolts and require no drilling into the
vehicle floor. The mounts allow placement of a pole and
upper assembly (sold separately) close to the console for
greater driver comfort and accessibility.
VC-CAP requires P5B and a Medium Upper.
VH-CAP requires P12B and a Medium Upper.
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FP-CAP14
shown with
P5-ADJ-M and
ULTP5 universal
laptop mount

New Products

2011 + Chevrolet Caprice Solutions

Trunk Boxes & Trays
LGV-T40 Under Rear Deck Weapon Vault
The LGV-T40 is a Weapon Storage Vault designed for
installation under the package shelf of the Caprice. It
provides lockable storage of an M-4 or shotgun within
easy reach. The LGV-T40 comes with a high security
electronic combination lock (LGV-T40E) or a RPT key
lock (LGV-T40KX). 40”l x 6”h x 16”d

LGV-T40

SGB-644 Single Shotgun Box
The SGB-644 is a single shotgun box designed for installation
on the floor or under the package shelf. It provides lockable
shotgun storage within easy reach and is available with a user
friendly 3 digit turn to open combination lock (SGB-644C) or
a RPT key lock (SGB-644K). 44”l x 6”h x 9”d
The SGB-644 & LGV-T40 are typically installed off the floor,
saving space for equipment and leaving full access to the spare.
Both the SGB-644 & LGV-T40 can be mounted horizontally or
vertically depending on vehicle.

SGB-644

CAP-TRAY-21
21” Caprice
slide-out
trunk tray
CAP-TRAY-21

FDRS-CAP14-SA Fold-Down Slide-Out Trunk Tray
The FDRS-CAP14-SA is an innovative equipment mounting
solution for the Caprice trunk is a 43.5” x 17.5”aluminum
fold down tray that creates a false wall behind the rear seat
and features a 37.5” x 14” slide out tray. It provides a
convenient and protected mounting area for trunk
mounted electronics. The fold down design allows easy
access for service in the lowered position while protecting
electronic equipment in the upright position. Access to
the spare tire is not blocked by the installation of the tray.

FDRS-CAP14-SA

PASS ® Police Audio-visual Safety S ystem
Our patented
system
encloses the
siren speakers
in the upright
of our bumper
system greatly
PASS-2-CAP14
improving
ground plane sound in front of your vehicle. PASS® solves
vehicle speaker mounting issues because the speaker is no
longer mounted behind the bumper or fascia. With dual
speakers, multiple siren tones can be used independently.
Optional front-facing LED’s replace conventional high beam
wig-wags or grill lights. Optional side-facing LED’s replace
conventional corner LED’s, significantly reducing installation
time and labor costs. Multiple lighting options for front and
side LED’s are available. A wiring harness is included for
easy installation.

SecureStor Gun Rack
SS-GM2-CAP
SecureStor dual gun rack
mounts behind the front seat
on the hump, secured to the
front seat bolts and the rear
seat support. The SS-GM2
will hold a variety of shotguns
and assault rifles. A charging
handle guard prevents
charging the weapon while
secured. Slots allow
flashlight, radio speakers and
other equipment to be
mounted out of the way.
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New Products

2015 + Chevrolet Tahoe Solutions

VH-TAH15-SC New

VH-TAH15 New
2015 + Chevy Tahoe Tactical console (11.5”h x 26”l x
7.625”w) features equipment mounting space of 4.5”
vertically and 18.25” horizontally. The vertical section
maximum mounting depth is 9.5”, the horizontal maximum
mounting depth is 7”. Includes equipment mounting
brackets and fill plates. Requires base plate kit.

PASS ® Police Audio-visual Safety S ystem
Our patented
system
encloses the
siren
speakers in
the upright of
our bumper
system
PASS-2-TAH15
greatly
improving ground plane sound in front of your vehicle.
PASS® solves vehicle speaker mounting issues because the
speaker is no longer mounted behind the bumper or fascia.
With dual speakers, multiple siren tones can be used
independently. Front-facing LED’s replace conventional high
beam wig-wags or grill lights. Side-facing LED’s replace
conventional corner LED’s, significantly reducing installation
time and labor costs. Multiple lighting options for front and
side LED’s are available. A wiring harness is included for
easy installation.
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2015+ Chevy Tahoe Tactical “side-car” console system
combines a primary console the 7.5”wide VH-TAH15 and
the 4.5 inch wide “side-car”. The system has 11.5” front
height, 4.5” vertical and 18” horizontal equipment space.
The “side-car” includes 2 power plugs and a relocation
cutout for the Chevy media center. The horizontal section
of the “side-car” has multiple uses. It includes a dual XL
cup holder module and a flat mounting surface which can
be used for mic or note pad clips. The plate can also be
removed completely to provide an open top ticket book
holder or storage box. The cup holder module and plate
unit are location interchangeable. Requires TAH15W-BASE
base plate.

VH-TAH15-24 New
2015 + Chevy Tahoe Tactical console (10”h x 26.5”l x
7.625”w) features equipment mounting space of 8” vertically
and 10.5” horizontally. The vertical section maximum
mounting depth is 11”, the horizontal maximum mounting
depth is 4”.Includes equipment mounting brackets and
fill plates. Requires base plate kit.

Featured Products
VH-FPI-UM ** Interceptor Utility Modular Consoles

VH-FPI-UM4

VH-FPI-UM4 (10”h x 13.8”l x 7.625”w) features equipment
mounting space of 8” vertically and 4” horizontally.
The vertical section maximum mounting depth is 8”.
VH-FPI-UM9 (10”h x 18.5”l x 7.625”w) features equipment
mounting space of 8” vertically and 9” horizontally.
The vertical section maximum mounting depth is 8”.
VH-FPI-UM13 (10”h x 22.8”l x 7.625”w) features equipment
mounting space of 8” vertically and 13” horizontally.
The vertical section maximum mounting depth is 8”.
VH-FPI-UM16 (10”h x 25.5”l x 7.625”w) features equipment
mounting space of 8” vertically and 16” horizontally.
The vertical section maximum mounting depth is 8”.
The VH-FPI-UM ** Modular Consoles mount to the OEM or
Lund baseplate and include equipment mounting brackets
and fill plates.

VH-FPI-UM9

VH-FPI-UM16
VH-FPI-UM13

HC-CGR11
2011-14 Charger Horizontal Console
The HC-CGR11 Horizontal Console (9.5”h x 25”l x 7.625”w)
features 25" of equipment mounting space with a mounting
depth of 8". The HC-CGR11 can accommodate most of the
popular options for the HC Series line of consoles including
Power Strips, Pen Boxes, Cup Holders, Fuse Panels, Locking
Storage Boxes and more. Mounts to OEM location.
Allows for relocation of factory USB and audio jacks.
HC-CGR11

HC-M ** Horizontal Modular Console System
The HC-M 10" high Modular Console System is available
from 4" to 32" long to accommodate all your console equipment
needs. The HC-M comes in four base lengths of 4”, 9” and 16”.
The modular sections can be combined and configured with
different lengths to create 4”, 9”, 13”, 16”, 18”, 20” 25”, 29”
and 32” consoles to accommodate any vehicle and to allow
for future vehicle needs. Please specify length when ordering.
Requires mounting kit.

HC-M29

*Consoles may be shown with
optional extra cost equipment
HC-M4

HC-M9

HC-M16
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Featured Products
ARM-TELS on UPR-S w/
TS-60EX and LMS-CF30
laptop mounting platform

CGR-PJ6-GB New
Designed to securely mount the Brother PocketJet mobile
printer in the 2011-13 Charger glove box. The slides
allow the printer to pull out for easy access and to be
stored within the closed glove box when not in use.

ARM-TELS on UPR-C

ARM-TELS

TS-60EX

LSB-1025 New

9”- 13” Telescoping slide arm with swivel.
The entire arm rotates 360 degrees and can
lock every 15 degrees. Easy access pull knobs control
telescoping and swivel. Requires TS-1 or TS-60EX.

Locking storage box
(10”l x 7.375”w x 2.5”d)
features a locking push
button latch with handle
for easy opening, foam
lined bottom and a clip board
on the top. General storage,
but will hold most hand guns
for temporary storage.

ISWA-HD8-TS1 New
HD arm assembly with 15⁰
indexing for automatic locking
of the arm. Includes TS-1
motion attachment and accepts
any keyboard tray.

UNV-SASM-IPD New
Universal latching, swing-away Apple iPAD2 or iPAD3
mount for horizontal or vertical series consoles.
Display swings open to allow access to OEM radio
or other dashboard controls behind.
Requires Otter Box hard case.

UNV-SASK3-IPD
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Same as above with articulating TG3 keyboard attached.

Featured Products PASS

®

Police Audio-visual Safety S ystem

PASS-2-CGR15

PASS® Police Audio-visual Safety S ystem
Our specially designed and patented system encloses the siren speaker(s) in the upright of our bumper system greatly
improving sound on the ground plane in front of your vehicle. PASS® solves speaker mounting issues on new vehicles
because the speaker is no longer mounted behind the bumper or fascia. With dual speakers, multiple sirens and/or tones
can be used independently. Optional front-facing LED’s replace conventional high beam wig-wags or grill lights.
Optional side-facing LED’s replace conventional corner LED’s, significantly reducing installation time and labor costs.
Multiple lighting options for front and side LED’s are available. A wiring harness is included for easy installation.
Available for Sedans: Interceptor Sedan, Impala & Charger. SUV’s: Interceptor Utility, Explorer, Expedition & Tahoe.

PASS-2-FPI-S

PASS-2-CGR15

PASS-2-FPI-U

PASS-2-TAH15
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Featured Products

SecureStor Locking Gun Vaults

Lund LGV weapons storage vaults provide a quick and fleet-friendly way to secure firearms, radios and computers in your
vehicles. LGV’s attach directly to the floor or are secured in the trunk with the included tamper resistant torx hardware.
This allows the LGV to be removed if access to spare tire is required. The unique vault design includes a proprietary full
length tongue and groove rear hinge assembly which reduces the chance of prying the vault open at the rear, while
allowing the cover to be completely removed in confined areas. LGV’s also incorporate a cam capture bracket to increase
lock strength. Our electronic combination lock offers multiple security code levels and key override enabling the fleet
manager to have access to every LGV and feature a low battery warning LED with a battery failure override. The Lund LGV
comes standard with a closed cell foam lining to protect the firearms and ventilation holes minimize condensation on the
contents. LGV units are made of powder coated aluminum for combination of strength
LGV-1540
and reduced weight. All standard models include 1/4” foam liner on top, bottom and sides.
Upgraded models come with “user-cuttable” solid foam block.
Aluminum weapon storage
box features a lift-off lid,
ventilation holes, electronic
combination lock, easy grip
handles and 1/4” foam liner.
Optional: User-cuttable solid
foam block (call for details).
40”W x 15”D x 7”H
also available:
LGV-1636
shown with optional custom cut insert.

LGV-1540
shown with standard 1/4” foam liner

LGV-1636
36”W x 16”D x 7”H

LGV-1636-12
36”W x 16”D x 12”H

Optional:
radial pin
tumbler
key lock.

Both feature an
electronic combination
lock with key override
and lift-off lid.
LGV-1636-12E
shown with optional electronic
lock. Also available with a 3 digit
combination lock or a key lock.

SGB-644
Single Shotgun
Box
LGV-T40

LGV-T40 Under Rear Deck Weapon Vault
The LGV-T40 is a Weapon Storage Vault designed for
installation under the package shelf of many vehicles.
It provides lockable storage of an M-4 or shotgun within
easy reach. The LGV-T40 comes with a high security
electronic combination lock (LGV-T40E) or a RPT key
lock (LGV-T40KX). 40”l x 6”h x 16”d
12

Both the SGB-644 & LGV-T40 can be mounted
horizontally or vertically depending on vehicle.

The SGB-644 is
a single shotgun
SGB-644
box designed for
installation on the floor or under the package shelf.
It provides lockable shotgun storage within easy reach
and is available with a user friendly 3 digit turn to open
combination lock (SGB-644C) or a RPT key lock (SGB-644K).
44”l x 6”h x 9”d
The SGB-644 & LGV-T40 are typically installed off the floor,
saving space for equipment and leaving full access to the spare.

Featured Products
FDRS-SUV-SA New
The FDRS-SUV-SA is an innovative lockable equipment
mounting solution for most SUV’s with a cargo area mounted
partition. The fold down rear tray is 40” x 15” with a 37” x 14”
slide-out tray. It creates a false wall behind the rear seat and
provides a convenient and protected mounting area for trunk
mounted electronics. The fold down design
allows easy access for service in the down
position while protecting electronic equipment
in the upright position. Vehicle must have a
rear cargo area partition to mount tray to

VH-RAMSSV-B
VH-RAMSSV

2012-newer RAM SSV Tactical Console
The VH-RAMSSV Tactical Console (10”h x 26”l x 7.625”w)
with 50 degree slope features equipment mounting space of 8”
vertically with a vertical section maximum mounting depth of 12” and
equipment mounting space of 10” horizontally with a mounting depth
of 3.75”. This Tactical console features a motion attachment mounting
point and includes equipment mounting brackets and fill plates
Mounts to Lund’s RAMSSV-BASE included

RAMSSV-BASE

RAMSSV-BASE
2012-13 Ram SSV 1500-5500 Base Plate
The RAMSSV-BASE console base plate mount is
designed specifically for the 2012-13 year model
Dodge Ram SSV
Base plate and leg mounts are included

UNVTAB *-MT

(please specify keyboard style when ordering)

Universal Tablet clamshell mounting system allows small form factor tablets
to be mounted with a keyboard. A key lock thumb turn latch allows the tablet
to be easily removed. The mount incorporates locking adjustable screen tilt
for operator convenience, a quick-release spring loaded keyboard tray,
available in various configurations, allows for easy insertion and removal of
the keyboard. Mounts to any motion attachment or assembly.

OHPM-RW4, OHPM-RJ4 and OHPM-PJ6

OHPM-RW4

The OHPM-RW4 for the Zebra RW-430, OHPM-RJ4 for the Brother 4030 printer and
OHPM-PJ6 for the Brother PocketJet overhead printer mounts are a great solution
for vehicles that have a limited amount of space for additional equipment such as a
printer. The printer mounts overhead to the prisoner partition and offers a 180
degree swivel accommodating both the driver and the passenger.

PS2-MEDIA and PS3-MEDIA Power Strip
Designed for the Dodge Charger, Ford Interceptor Utility or
any newer vehicle with USB and Aux Media connectors that
need extending. The PS2-MEDIA and PS3-MEDIA come
with a 2” fill plate with two or three Power Plugs, a 6’ USB
cable and a 1/8” Audio extension cable.
OHPM-PJ6
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Featured Products

Computer
mounting
not included.

VH-LTK-T Universal Truck Console
The VH-LTK-T and VH-LTK-S Tactical Series Universal Truck Consoles
offer up to 24” of equipment mounting space, are built with 12ga steel
and are designed to fit any flat floor large truck. They can be customized
to accommodate many of your vehicles equipment needs. The VH-LTK
Universal Truck Consoles include left and right radio speaker mounting
and can include dual cup holders, large glove box storage space and
clipboard mount. These rugged consoles offer several custom
configuration options. Please call for more details and pricing.
VH-LTK-S: 24” L x 12” W x 14” H
VH-LTK-T: 24” L x 12” W x 22” H

Computer mounting not included.

VH-LTK-S Universal Truck Console

FP-FPI shown with
P9-ADJM and
Panasonic Toughbook
docking station

AR-EXPL11 2011 Civilian Explorer Vehicle Console
The Lund AR-EXPL11 console installs by removing the factory armrest
and bucket and dropping it in. The console fits right over the factory
opening and mounts using factory holes. No moving, modifying or
cutting is required. There is space for up to 10” of equipment and
accessory mounting. The user friendly design of the AR-EXPL11
eliminates the need to mount equipment in various locations. A padded
armrest is an available accessory as well as power plus and fuse panels.
Constructed of powdercoated aluminum for structural rigidity, light
weight and years of trouble free service, the innovative design of the
AR-EXPL11 console provides a clean, functional installation and a
finished appearance in 2011 and newer civilian Explorers.
14

FP-FPI Passenger Side Base
Lund’s FP-FPI passenger side base mounts to
the factory seat bolts and requires no drilling
into the vehicle floor. The mount includes an
FP-STEP offset riser which allows placement of
the pole and upper assembly closer to the
transmission hump for greater driver comfort
and accessibility. Multi-vehicle base fits:
Ford Police InterceptorSedan & Utility ( 2012 & newer),
Ford Explorer (2011 & newer) and
Ford Taurus (2010 & newer).
Requires pole assembly.

Control-Com Consoles
Organize your equipment
Safely
Functionally

VH-FPI-S24 in Ford Police Interceptor Sedan
VH-CGR15 in Dodge Charger

• Control-Com Consoles are made of powder coated
aluminum for long life, easy cleaning, light weight, and
structural rigidity. They are designed to fit between the
bucket seats without forcing the seats apart.

Affordably

• Installation of your equipment is quick and easy with
our drop-in mounting system.
• Control-Com face plates utilize unique edge returns
and side-mounting screws, eliminating the extra width of
faceplates with traditional top-down screws. The result
is a narrower, space saving console only 7.625” wide,
conserving valuable vehicle space.
• Knock-outs are provided in several locations for power
plug or USB installation.
• Control-Com Consoles allow integral mounting of most
laptops and many other computers in your vehicles.
VH-FPI-UM16 in Ford Police Interceptor Utility
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VH Tactical Consoles
VH-6005- **

(please specify horizontal length when ordering)

available with 4”, 9”, 13” or 16” horizontal section
Tactical Console (9”h x 7.625”w) with 60 degree slope
features equipment mounting space of 5.5” vertically and
4”, 9”, 13” or 16” horizontally. The maximum mounting depth is 9”.
Includes equipment mounting brackets and fill plates.
May require base plate or additional mounting kit.

VH-6005-16 with Datalux tablet mount and articulating keyboard

VH-6005-16 console in Chevy Impala with Panasonic CF-30

VH-6005-16 console
with 16” articulating TG3 keyboard tray

VH-7506-16 console with
computer docking station on
SWA-HD-8 and PPJ-HDARM-WF

VH-7506- **

(please specify horizontal length when ordering)

available with 4”, 9”, 13” or 16” horizontal section
Tactical Console (10”h x 26”l x 7.625”w) with 75 degree slope
features equipment mounting space of 6” vertically and 4”, 9”,
13” or 16”horizontally. The maximum mounting depth is 9.5”.
Includes equipment mounting brackets and fill plates.
May require base plate or additional mounting kit.
16

*Consoles may be shown with
optional extra cost equipment

VH-7506-16 console

VH Tactical Consoles

VH-CGR2415
VH-CGR15
2011-newer Dodge Charger Tactical Console
(10.5”h x 26.5”l x 7.625”w) with 60 degree slope
features equipment mounting space of 4” vertically and
16.5” horizontally. The maximum mounting depth is 7.5”.
Mounts to OEM vehicle brackets and has computer
attachment point. Includes equipment mounting brackets
and fill plates.
Allows for relocation of factory USB and audio jacks.

2011-newer Dodge Charger Tactical Console
(10”h x 24”l x 7.625”w) with 60 degree slope and features
equipment mounting space of 8” vertically and 10” horizontally.
The maximum mounting depth is 10.5”and has a motion
attachment point. This design allows for 2 to 3 pieces of
equipment to be mounted in the vertical section for those with
more than one 1 piece radio/siren. Mounts to OEM vehicle
location. Includes equipment mounting brackets and fill plates.
Allows for relocation of factory USB and audio jacks.

VH-CGR2410 Dodge Charger
vehicle specific console

VH-6005-9

VH-6005-9 console

Tactical Console (9”h x 17”l x 7.625”w) with 60 degree slope
features equipment mounting space of 5.5” vertically and
9” horizontally. The maximum mounting depth is 9”.
Includes equipment mounting brackets and fill plates.
May require base plate or additional mounting kit.
*Consoles may be shown with
optional extra cost equipment
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Vertical Consoles
The VC-2600, 4500 and 6000 series vertical consoles are designed to place equipment closer to your vehicle’s dash and slope down
within easy reach of the operator compared to traditional consoles that fit horizontally between the front seats.
Constructed of 11-gauge powder coated aluminum for easy cleaning, light weight, structural rigidity and years of trouble free
service. The VC series consoles can be mounted on any vehicle specific base plate to eliminate or reduce drilling during installation.

VC-2613DC11

VC-2613NT

VC-2613

(shown with Fujitsu T732 computer mount)

(shown with D911-SM-KBD display & keyboard )

Vertical Console has a 26° front slope
and 12” of equipment mounting with a
maximum equipment depth of 7.5”
allowing equipment to be mounted
conveniently beneath a vehicle’s dash.
Includes equipment mounting brackets
and fill plates.
163/4” L x 7 5/8” W x 9” H

Vertical Console has a 26 degree
front slope and top mount platform
with 12” of equipment mounting and
a maximum equipment depth of 9”.
Includes equipment mounting brackets
and fill plates.
161/2” L x 7 5/8” W x 10” H

Vertical Console for Dodge Charger, has
a 26 degree front slope and top mount
platform with12” of equipment mounting
and a maximum equipment depth of 6”.
Includes equipment mounting brackets
and fill plates.
163/4” L x 7 5/8” W x 7 3/8” H

value

VC-4508
VC-2615
Vertical Console has a 26° front slope
and 15” of equipment mounting with
a maximum equipment depth of 6.5
and is 1” lower for better access with
a keyboard attached.
191/2” L x 7 5/8” W x 8” H
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*Consoles may be shown with
optional extra cost equipment

VC-2618
Vertical Console has a 26° front slope, 17”
of equipment mounting with a maximum
equipment depth of 7.5”. Allowing
equipment to be mounted conveniently
up to a vehicle’s dash.
213/4” L x 7 5/8” W x 9” H

Vertical Console has a 45° front slope
and 8” of equipment mounting with
a maximum equipment depth of 9.5”.
The 4508 is computer mount ready
and is designed to be directly mounted
to the vehicle’s hump or front seat bolts.
123/4” L x 7 5/8” W x 9” H
4500 Series Consoles Require Mounting Kit.

Vertical Consoles
The 6000 series provides an even more aggressive 60° front slope
allowing equipment to be mounted conveniently beneath a vehicle’s
dash. These consoles provide easy access to equipment while keeping it
out of the way and maintaining an uncluttered look.
Many computer mounts, keyboard trays and accessories can be directly
mounted to the top panel of any VC series Console.
Optional Side panels conform to the vehicle and hide wiring.

Custom Consoles and configurations are available.
Please contact Lund for information.

VC-6010 (shown with DL-TX204-MTU)

VC-U250 truck console

VC-6010
Vertical Console has a 60° front slope and 8” of
equipment mounting with a maximum equipment
depth of 7.5”. Includes equipment mounting
brackets and fill plates..
11” L x 7 5/8” W x 9” H

VC-U250
Universal Vertical truck console with 75 degree slope and 10” of
equipment mounting with a maximum equipment depth of 8.5”.
Mounting kit available to fit 2008-10 Ford F-250-550 and other vehicles.

101/4” L x 7 5/8” W x 101/2” H

VC-6005

VC-IMPL
2006 - newer Chevy Impala vehicle specific
console with 7.5” of equipment mounting with a
maximum equipment depth of 11”. Includes
equipment mounting brackets and fill plates..
Includes a seat bolt mounting bracket.
133/4” L x 7 5/8” W x 9” H

VC-7506
Vertical Console has a
75° front slope, 6” of equipment
mounting with a maximum equipment
depth of 9”. May require base plate or

Vertical Console has a
60° front slope, 5.5” of
equipment mounting with a
maximum equipment depth
of 9”. May require base plate
or additional mounting kit.

103/4” L x 7 5/8” W x 9” H

additional mounting kit.

103/4” L x 7 5/8” W x 10” H

*Consoles may be shown with
optional extra cost equipment
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Horizontal Consoles
HC-900
Horizontal Console with 13” of
equipment mounting and a maximum
equipment depth of 7.5” with computer
mount platform. Includes equipment
mounting brackets and fill plates.
(computer mount optional).
253/4” L x 7 5/8” W x 8” H
May require base plate or
additional mounting kit.

HC-970
Horizontal Console with 17” of
equipment mounting and a
maximum equipment depth of 7.5”
with computer mount platform.
iIncludes equipment mounting
brackets and fill plates.
(computer mount optional)

293/4” L x 7 5/8” W x 8” H
May require base plate or additional
mounting kit.

HC-400
Horizontal Console with 19” of equipment
mounting and a maximum equipment depth
of 7.5” (no computer mount platform).
24” L x 7 5/8” W x 8” H
May require base plate or additional
mounting kit.

HC-200
Horizontal Console designed to fit in
smaller areas such as in front of bench
seats or in front of factory consoles.
Has 9” of equipment mounting and a
maximum equipment depth of 7.5”
Includes equipment mounting brackets
and fill plates.
14” L x 7 5/8” W x 8” H
May require base plate or additional
mounting kit.
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*Consoles may be shown with
optional extra cost equipment

HC-900S
LP-1600

LP-900, LP-1300, LP-1600
Low Profile horizontal console with a maximum
16” of equipment mounting and an equipment
depth of 3.5” Includes equipment mounting
brackets and fill plates.
9”, 13” or 16” L x 7 5/8” W x 4” H
Available in 9”, 13” and 16” lengths.
May require base plate or additional mounting kit.

Horizontal Console with 13” of
equipment mounting and a
maximum equipment depth of 7.5”
(no computer mount platform).
Includes equipment mounting
brackets and fill plates.
171/4” L x 7 5/8” W x 8” H
May require base plate or
additional mounting kit.

Console Accessories
MK2-CL

Optional equipment including cupholders, padded armrests,
power plugs, Osram, Littlelite LF12-TRB and LF12-TS-LED
reading lamps, multi-position microphone holder and
12-position fuse panel available with or
without quick-release cover.

CHB2

ARMP
K-30
LF12-TRB
CC12-FP

SPM-1
TRI-LITER

CHB-2

CHB-1

CHB-2EN
CHB-2
CHB-1
SPM-1 Cupholders
CHB-2EN

Single, double and adjustable
cupholders mount to a variety of surfaces and the rear or inside of
Control-Com consoles. Open design allows for easy cleaning and mounting.
SPM-1 adjusts from a small 8 oz. coffee cup to fit most big gulps.

ARMP Armrest and ARM-CL
Fully Padded Armrest or 1/2 Padded Armrest
with microphone clip with 2” to 5” adjustable
bracket permits setting the desired armrest
height on console.

value

SCN-SPT

SCN-SPT2

CC12-CFP

CC12-CFP
CC12-FP
12 position ATO fuse
panel. The panel
comes with nine
20 amp and three
30 amp capacity fuse holders.
Available with or without cover.

CC12-FP

SCN-SPT
HD-ARM-5
HD-ARM-9
Heavy duty armrest with molded
poly pad, and multi-position 5”
or 9” adjustable pole. Armrest
flips up for access to equipment
and slides forward or back for
correct pad positioning.
Requires base plate.

ARMP-AL New Part
5”-10” height adjustable,small
heavy-duty padded armrest.
Side or rear mount.

Side mount adjustable screen
support for laptops.

SCN-SPT2
Bottom mount adjustable screen
support for laptops.

SCN-SPT5

FB-6
6-position fuse block with
single power feed has 150
amp capacity (25 amps per circuit), using ATO type fuses.
Can be positioned in any convenient protected location
with integral mounting bracket.

Side mount adjustable screen
support for ULTP5.
All provide ideal screen support for
rugged driving conditions.

HAT-24M (2” – 4”)
HAT-35 (3” – 5”)
HAT-47 (4” – 7”)
Adjustable base mount
for tilt / swivel which can be used to mount computers,
keyboards, etc. instead of pole assemblies on consoles
and base plates.
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Accessories
Osram K-30
LittleLite LF12-TRB •
LF12-TS-LED
PS2-4

PS2-3

3 or 4 position power strips feature 15 amp
heavy duty receptacles with caps that prevent
contamination when not in use.

LF12-TS-LED

LED and halogen gooseneck lamps provide
interior lighting for reading and report
writing. Available with dimmer or switch.

K-30

LF12-TRB

CLPBD
Clipboard Holder
9.5” W x 2.5” D

SP2-2

FP-3S2P

NTEPD

2 or 3 position 15 amp rocker switches with
or without 2 position 15 amp power plugs
on a 2 inch Control-Com console fill plate.

Notepad Holder
7.5” W x 2.5” D

LF-BKT
LittleLite Side
Mounting Bracket.

SWA-HD-TS1

PB-250
Pen Box 2.5" L x 2” D

LSB-400
Locking Storage Box 4” L x 3.5” D

LSB-600

LL-BKT2

Heavy duty swing arm with
1.25” tilt/swivel for mounting
keyboards and computers
allows controlled motion at
both ends of the arm. Available in 6, 8 and 12” lengths.

LittleLite bottom mounting
bracket for consoles and docks.

Accepts all motion attachments.

versatile

Locking Storage Box 6” L x 5” D

BCR-CLP
Spring Steel Bar Code Scanner
Clip with poly sleeves.

A-BASE

EXT-BASE

Inset: LI-900-00 Console on EXT-BASE
Hinged console riser allows 900 Series 13” Consoles to be raised 5”
accommodating higher seats in larger vehicles. Rear hinge and latch design
allows easy access to wiring and equipment when the console is raised. Fits
any base plate, flat floor or hump. Works with all Control-Com accessories.
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Adjustable console
riser allows 900 series
13” Consoles to be
raised in several
increments up to 3”
accommodating higher
vehicle seats or longer
equipment. Console
can be installed level or
on an angle and used with standard
mounting kits. Works with all
Control-Com accessories.

Computer Mounts

Motorola

Lund’s clamshell computer mounting systems allow
the display to be raised or lowered for easy access
to the vehicle dashboard controls.
The screen-clamping lever allows a wide range of
display adjustment insuring operator comfort in
many viewing conditions. A quick-release spring
clip enables the keyboard to be removed for typing.
The mount system has adjustable tilt and swivel to
accommodate many vehicle and operator situations.
Lund clamshell style mounts are made of 9 and 11
gauge steel and have a durable powder coating for
long life and ease of cleaning. These mounts are
available in many variations and configurations to
fit your existing console or application.

MW-810-MT
Clamshell mounting system for the Motorola
MW-800 & 810 computer keyboard and display.
The mount features locking adjustable screen and
keyboard tilt plus a quick-release spring clip for
easy keyboard insertion and removal.

MW-810-FMT2S

Rugged

MW-800 & 810 display mount with locking tilt
and swivel for mounting on horizontal and
some vertical surfaces.

MW-810-LMT2
Designed to mount up to 3” lower than standard
mount on engine covers and dashboards.
The MW-810-LMT features articulating arms which
put the display behind the keyboard with keyboard
tray on ZB-56 swivel base.
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Computer Mounts

Motorola
MW-BASE-800

Enables mounting the CPU or other equipment under the keyboard and
display of the MW-800 / 810 computer system. This unit replaces HAT or Pole
brackets, adjusts from 4.5” to 7.5” in height, integrates onto Control-Com
Consoles and can be used with any standard computer mount.

MW-ZPAB
Adaptor bracket for mounting the
Zebra PRBKT-RW420 mobile printer
on the back of the MW-800 & 810 display.

MW-800-TB
MW-810-RM

Trunion bracket for
mounting the MW-800 CPU
to poles, PM-CPU or bases.

New Part

MW-800 & 810 display
mount for overhead
mounting with locking
tilt/swivel.

MW-810-KBD
MW-800 & 810 stand alone keyboard tray with quick-release
spring clip. Requires TS-1 or TS-60

MW-KBX and TG3-KBX
Foam padded keyboard box with strap. Available for
TG3 or Motorola MW-800 / 810 Keyboards.
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Computer Mounts

D911-MT
Mount system for Data911 computers feature
adjustable locking screen and keyboard tilt.
Spring loaded TG3 keyboard tray allows for easy
insertion, removal, use and operator convenience.

Data911

D911-MKB
Data911 display mount with spring loaded TG3
keyboard tray mounted behind the screen. Unit
features locking tilt and swivel and is designed
for horizontal surface mounting.

Mounts to any motion attachment or assembly.
Please specify M6 or M7 display.

D911-MT15
Mount system for Data911 15” display features adjustable
locking screen and keyboard tilt. Spring loaded TG3 keyboard
tray allows for easy insertion, removal, use and operator
convenience. Mounts to any motion attachment or assembly.

D911-SM-KBD and D911-SM
Mount system for Data911 display with locking
display tilt and swivel. 16” articulating arm with
TS-1 tilt / swivel for keyboard attachment.
For VC Series consoles and horizontal surfaces.
D911-SM available as a display mount only.

D911-MT2S
Data911 display mount with
locking tilt and swivel for
mounting on horizontal and
some vertical surfaces.
Please specify M6 or M7 display.
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Computer Mounts

Datalux

UNV-SASM-DLTX

DL-TX204-MTU
Clamshell mounting system for the
Datalux TX-204 Tracer tablet features
locking adjustable screen tilt, keyboard
tilt, swivel and display latch for quick
release. Spring loaded keyboard snaps
into clip for easy insertion, removal,
use and operator convenience.

Universal latching, swing-away for the Datalux TX-204
Tracer tablet mounts on horizontal or vertical series
consoles. Display swings open to allow access to AM/FM
radio or other dashboard controls behind.

UNV-SASK-DLTX
Same as above with articulating Datalux Clip-on keyboard.

Mounts to any motion attachment
or assembly.

DL-TX-SM-KBD and DL-TX-SM
Shown installed on page 14.

DL-TX200-MT2S
Datalux TX-204 display
mount with locking tilt and swivel for
horizontal and some vertical surfaces.

Mount system for Datalux TX-204 Tracer
tablet with locking display tilt and swivel.
16” articulating arm with Datalux keyboard
clip mounted on a TS-1 tilt / swivel. For VC
Series consoles and horizontal surfaces.
DL-TX-SM available as a display mount only.

DL-KBD-CLP
Quick release Datalux
keyboard clip attaches to
any motion attachment or
keyboard base.
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VC-DL-KBDA
16” articulating keyboard tray
for Datalux Clip-on keyboard.

Computer Mounts

Fujitsu, Kontron & RoboVu

FUJT732-MT
FUJT902-MT
Clamshell mounting system for the Fujitsu 902 Series
computers features wing turn latch with key lock. The
mount incorporates locking adjustable screen tilt for
operator convenience, and a quick-release spring loaded
TG3 keyboard tray which allows for easy insertion and
removal of the keyboard.

Clamshell mounting
system for the Fujitsu 732 Series computers features wing
turn latch with key lock. The mount incorporates locking
adjustable screen tilt for operator convenience, and a quickrelease spring loaded TG3 keyboard tray which allows for
easy insertion and removal of the keyboard.
Mounts to any motion attachment or assembly.

Mounts to any motion attachment or assembly.

UNV-SASM-Q702
UNV-SASM-T732
Universal latching, swing-away for T732 laptop mounts on
horizontal or vertical series consoles. Display swings open
to allow access to AM/FM radio or other dashboard
controls behind.

UNV-SASK3-T732

Universal latching, swing-away for Q702 tablet mounts on
horizontal or vertical series consoles. Display swings open
to allow access to AM/FM radio or other dashboard
controls behind.

UNV-SASK3-Q702
Same as above with articulating TG3 keyboard attached.

Same as above with articulating TG3 keyboard attached.

ROBV-MT
Clamshell computer mount for Robovu and
other displays or computers with 75 mm Vesa
bolt pattern. The mount incorporates locking
adjustable screen tilt for operator convenience,
and a quick-release spring loaded TG3
keyboard tray.

KONT-MT
Pull-pin adjustable, four
position mount for
Kontron display with side
spring loaded quickrelease TG3 keyboard tray.
Mounts to any motion
attachment or assembly.

Mounts to any motion attachment or assembly.
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Computer Mounts

Panasonic, & Xplore

PDRC-MKB

PDRC 12.1” display
mount with spring
loaded keyboard tray
mounted behind the
screen. Unit features
locking tilt and swivel.

PDRC-MT
Mounting system for the 12.1”
Panasonic PDRC features adjustable
screen and keyboard tilt. Spring loaded
keyboard tray allows for easy keyboard
insertion, removal, ease of use and
operator convenience. Mounts to any
motion attachment or assembly.

UNV-SASM-**

Universal latching, swing-away tablet, convertible or
display mount for horizontal or vertical series consoles.
Display swings open to allow access to AM/FM radio
or other dashboard controls behind.

UNV-SASK3-**

Same as above with articulating TG3 keyboard attached.
**Specify display bracket when ordering.

UNV-SASK3I-** New
Optional ISWA-HD arm assembly with 15⁰ indexing for
automatic locking of the arm. Includes TS-1 motion
attachment and accepts any keyboard tray.
ISWA-HD8-TS1

iX-SM-KBD and
iX-SM
Mount system for Xplore iX-104
tablet with locking display tilt
and swivel, 16” articulating
arm with TG3 keyboard tray
on a TS-1 tilt / swivel. For VC
Series consoles and horizontal
surfaces.
IX-SM available as a display
mount only.
iX-104 Docking Cradle not
included.

XP-DDM-iX
Desk and Wall mount for the
Xplore iX-104 and GII Docking
stations allows 90° locking tilt
and a work area under the
tablet. Holes in the base
enable vertical surface
mounting applications.
iX-104 Docking Cradle
not included.

iX-104-MT
Clamshell Mount for Xplore iX-104 tablet with locking
adjustable screen tilt for operator convenience, and a
quick release spring loaded TG3 keyboard tray which
allows for easy insertion, removal, use and operator
convenience. Mounts to any motion attachment
or assembly. iX-104 Docking Cradle not included.
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Computer Mounts & Docking Stations
CF30/31 TuffDock
The new docking station for the
Panasonic Toughbook 30 and
Toughbook 31 is the lightest,
strongest Panasonic compatible
dock on the market providing the
safest, most reliable solution for
mobile computing applications.
Compatible with Panasonic
Toughbook 30 as well as every
level of the new Toughbook 31.

LMS Laptop Mounting Stations
LMS laptop mounting
stations are constructed
of 18 and 10 ga. steel
and are black powder
coated. Optional shock
isolators dampen
vibration and reduce the
possibility of damage to
the computer’s hard drive.
A key lock provides security against unauthorized removal.
Mounting stations do not typically block any computer ports
or bays. Optional power supply attaches to the bottom and
screen support to the side. Available for Panasonic CF-18, 19,

CF-53DS
Docking Station
The CF-53 docking station
from Gamber-Johnson uses a
push button latch with keyed
lock Front retainer clips and
brass locator pins provide
precise computer alignment
and docking connectivity.
Insert computer and close the latch to dock. Features rear
facing I/O ports, an integrated cable strain relief and cable
management systems. Small footprint design maximizes
vehicle space. Designed to MIL-STD 810G test procedures.
Complies with FCC Class A standards. Toughbook certified.

MAG-CF30 & 31
The new magnesium
CF-30 and CF-31 docking
stations from GamberJohnson use a unique
push-pull docking handle
and floating connector that
reduce docking alignment
problems. Once the docking connector slides into position, the
unit can be used locked or unlocked. They utilize front retainer
clips for more security and all computer ports are replicated.
The CF-30/31 requires an external power supply.

28, 29, 30, 52, & 74 Itronix GoBook II, III & Tablet / DuoTouch and
Dell Latitude D410, D510, D610 and D620.

CF19DS
Docking Station
The new CF-19 docking
station from GamberJohnson use s a unique
push button latching
mechanism and floating
connector that reduce docking alignment problems. Front
retainer clips and brass locator pins provide precise computer
guidance and placement and a side LED indicates when the
dock has power The docking station can be positioned both
vertically (tablet) or horizontally (notebook) and can be used
with any motion attachment. Side cut outs allow access to
motion attachment adjustment.

DC-ATG
The DC-ATG Docking
Cradle for Dell E6400,
E6410, E6420 and ATG
attaches to the D/Port Advanced Port Replicator (sold separately)
to make a complete mobile docking station. Push button latch
allows for easy computer insertion and removal. Adjustable side
hold-down clips along with the front and rear support brackets
secure computer and port replicator in the cradle keeping
equipment safe. Built-in key lock helps deter laptop theft.
Rugged aluminum construction for light weight and durability.
Black powder coat finish for maximum corrosion resistance.
Does not work with E6400XFR computer.
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Computer Mounts & Docking Stations
ULTP5-LT

ULTP5
Universal Laptop mount can be used in place
of a dedicated docking station. The ULTP5 is
designed to hold laptop computers up to 16.5”
wide, 12.38” deep and 1.5” thick with screen
open. The units feature a wing turn side latch
with built-in key lock for easy insertion and
removal of the computer and “one size fits all”
hold down clips allow easy adjustment and fit.
Multiple mounting holes allow the computer
mount to be offset to avoid other equipment, if
necessary The ULTP5 comes with adjustable
tilt / swivel and fits any pole, HAT adapter or
mount assembly.

The ULTP5-LT is designed to hold small
computers such as netbooks and tablets.
The universal mount can be used in place
of a dedicated docking station and accepts
computers up to 11.8” wide, 9.33” deep
and 1.5” thick with screen open. The
units feature a wing turn side latch with
built-in key lock for easy insertion and
removal of the computer. “One size fits all” hold down clips allow easy
adjustment and fit while reversible front and rear supports adjust to varying
computer depths. Multiple mounting holes allow the mount to be offset to
avoid other equipment, if necessary The ULTP5-LT comes with adjustable tilt /
swivel and fits any pole, HAT adapter or mount assembly.

ZB-56

VESA-AP

APM-KBAD
Adjustable pole
mount keyboard
adapter attaches
to a pole bottom
using a height
adjustable collar
that interfaces with keyboards and printer mounts
allowing independent and articulated motion
seperate from the pole upper.

LKP-FKB3

Shown with Data911 display mount
and TG3 keyboard.

LEDAP

ZB-56 Low Profile Base
1” high top mount swivel base assembly.
Accepts all computer mounts.

VESA-AP
VESA 75 mm to 4” x 2” bolt pattern
adapter aluminum plate.

ML900-LAP
Motorola ML-900 Dock to 4” x 2” bolt
pattern adapter plate.

LEDAP

Universal 9” to 13”
adjustable floor mount
keyboard pole with
articulating arm, tilt / swivel
and TG3 keyboard tray.

LKP-SKB
Vertical surface 9”
to 13” adjustable
keyboard pole
with articulating
arm, TS-1 tilt/swivel
and universal

Also available with
universal keyboard tray.

LKP-FAR
Same as above without
keyboard tray.

keyboard tray. Also available with TG3

Accepts all motion attachments.

LKP-SAR

LEDCO to 4” x 2” bolt pattern adapter plate.

LEDAP2
2 piece universal adapter. Fits many devices.

LEDAP3
Adapts Lund hole pattern to Havis mounts.

keyboard tray.
Same as above without keyboard tray.
Accepts all motion attachments.
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ML900-LAP

ZO-BASE
5” x 5” Flat base allows low profile
mounting with TS-60 or 90 tilt / swivel.
Inset: ZO-BASE with TS-60.

Mounting Systems

Poles and Base Plates

Vehicle Bases:
Base plate kits are available for many other vehicles, see price pages
or website for current listing.

Tunnel Base Plates BASE-S,M,L
CGR-BASE, CGR11-BASE

IMP06-BASE

2006-+ Charger 7 ga. steel tunnel base
plate with mounting feet.

2006-14 Impala 7 ga. steel tunnel
base plate with mounting feet.

7 ga. steel tunnel plate with universal slots and
pre-drilled side holes allows front to rear
placement flexibility. Available in 16” (S), 22” (M),
28.5” (L) lengths and with different vehicle leg kits.
Please see price guide for vehicle applications.

Poles
P5 5” to 8” adjustable pole with standard upper mounts to vehicle base plates
P9 9” to 14” adjustable pole with standard upper mounts to vehicle base plates
P12 12” to 16” adjustable pole with standard upper mounts to vehicle base plates
P5WF & P9 WF 5” to 8” and 9” to 14” poles with a wide 5” x 5” universal flange for

P-12B

P9-WFB

P9-B

mounting to most manufacturers base plates including Lund, Gamber-Johnson, Troy and Jotto-Desk.

Pole Mount Assemblies

P5-B

P5-WFB

UPR-C

FP-53
5” (S)

Vertical surface
mount with
adjustable
standard upper
(9” to 14”).

12” (L)
8” (M)

UPR- Uppers available in 5” (S), 8”

Center Upper
offers closer
mounting to
the dash with
no offset
Specify 5” or 9”

(M), 12” (L) with or without quick adjust handle.
FP-52-ADJL

FP-57-ADJM

VMP-8-S
Small flange 8” vertical surface pole mount with standard upper.

FP-57-ADJ-M

FP-FPI-ADJM

Flat floor base 14.5” to 19.5” high available with multiposition quick adjust 8” upper allows mounting in vans
or trucks with high seats. Operator can select left / right
rotation while the collar sets height.

FP-FPI-ADJM for Ford Interceptor
FP-52-ADJ-L
Heavy duty flat floor base with welded gussets
18.5” to 24” high. Available with multi-position
quick adjust upper allows mounting in vans or
trucks with high seats. Operator can select left /
right rotation while the collar sets height.

Passenger side mounts attache to seat
bolts and does not interfere with factory
consoles or passenger leg room. Quick
adjust upper allows the operator to select
left / right rotation while the collar sets height.
See price pages or website for current listing of available passenger
side mounts for many other vehicles.
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Mounting Systems

Motion Attachments
and Keyboard Trays

FP-55

FP-STEP

Offset Hump Mount for any vehicle
with a transmission hump.

31/2” x 4” Universal offset
mounting step for poles.
Moves poles closer to
center of vehicle.

Accepts any Pole or HAT bracket.

PM-KBAD2 • PM-KBAD3
Pole Mount KBAD2 6” or KBAD3 9”
heavy duty adapter platform for
keyboards, printers or equipment
mounting brackets.
Secured to pole with 2 clamps.

IKEY-KBD
Specify model

and

TG3-KBD

Fits model: SL-86-911-TP

Spring loaded tray designed to hold I-KEY or TG3
keyboards with glide point. Pulls forward for easy
insertion and removal. Attaches to any motion
device, articulating slide arm, Pole or HAT bracket.

UKBD Universal Keyboard tray fits virtually any
Motion Attachments
TS-60
TS-90

QTS-0

TS-1

Tilt and swivel adapters fit any Pole,
HAT adapter or mount assembly and
all swivel 60° left / 60° right.
TS-60 tilts 30° down, 30° up
and is 2.5” high. TS-90 has
adjustable tilt in three ranges
between 90° down, 120° up
and is 3.25” high. TS-1 tilts 25° down
and is only 1.25” high. QTS-0 Quad
motion tilts / swivels, slides 3.5” and
moves at both ends.

keyboard and attaches to any motion device, articulating slide
arm, Pole or HAT bracket. Tilt and swivel allows the operator
to position the keyboard for easy access and viewing.
Adjustable from 10.5” to 16” wide and 6.5” to 9” deep the
UKBD accepts keyboards up to 2” thick. Spring-loaded tray
allows easy insertion and removal of the keyboard.

FP-212
Short Stack radio mount fits under
dash or on any flat surface. The
angled base plate allows equipment
to be placed for optimal access.
Equipment brackets are adjustable.

PM-CPU • PM-CPU2
Pole Mount CPU platform for use with the MW-520, 800
(with trunion bracket) or other equipment allows
horizontal or vertical positioning of the CPU anywhere on
the pole. The unit attaches to any pole with 2 clamps.

ARM-TELS
9”- 13” Telescoping slide arm with
swivel. The entire arm rotates 360
degrees and can lock every 15
degrees. Easy access pull knob
controls telescoping and swivel.
Requires TS-1 or TS-60EX.
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BRACE2
Adjustable 10” - 16” support brace reduces mounting system vibration.
Attaches to pole with clamp assembly and console, floor or dash on opposite end.

BRACE3 Same as above, with 3 section adjustable from 16” - 34”.

Printer Mounts
PPJ-HDARM-WF

PPJ-HDARM-VP

PRBKT-RW420

PPJ-HDARM-WF

Printer bracket securely mounts the Zebra RW-420 mobile
printer in your vehicle. Locking quick-release spring
mechanism mounts to any Lund motion attachment or
assembly. Vinyl bumpers protect printer. Compact design
provides access to charging port and weighs only 1.5 lbs.
Made of black powder coated 14 ga. steel.
Dimensions: 7.0” L x 6.0” W x 2.375” H

Armrest mount for Brother PocketJet printer on a 5”- 8”
adjustable wide flange pole mounts directly to base plate. Pull-pin
latching cover lifts for easy printer and paper access plus paper
roller allows simple lift out paper changing. Molded poly armrest
pad flips up for easy access to equipment. Constructed of 14 ga.
powder coated steel. Dimensions: 10.5” L x 6.0” W x 4.25” H

PPJ-CASE
Designed for
Brother
PocketJet
mobile printers,
it utilizes roll or
PPJ-CASE
cut-sheet paper
depending on user preference. Roll paper is protected
from prolonged exposure to direct sunlight. The “Fast
Release” design allows rapid docking and un-docking
of the printer for use outside the vehicle. This compact
case may be mounted inside the glove box of many
vehicles or used in pedestal or console configurations.

PPJ-CASE-AP
Same as above with
armrest pad.
PPJ-CASE-AP

PPJ-HDARM-VP
Same as above with a 5”- 8” adjustable vertical pole which
mounts directly to rear of console or vertical surface.

PRBKT-RJ4 New
Printer bracket securely mounts
the Brother Rugged Jet mobile
printer in your vehicle.
Vinyl bumpers protect printer.
Locking quick-release spring
mechanism mounts to any
motion attachment or assembly.

OHPM-RW4, OHPM-RJ4
and OHPM-PJ6 New
Printer mounts attach overhead to the prisoner partition
and offer a 180 degree swivel
to accommodate both the
driver and passenger. A great
solution for vehicles with a
limited amount of space.

PRBKT-E250
PRBKT-M260
E-SEEK 250 and M260
bar code scanner bracket

PRBKT-HP460
PRBKT-HP450
HP printer mounts for model
HP460 / HP450. Printer mount
can mounted to any Lund
motion attachment with PRIF-BRKT interface bracket.
Light weight powder coated steel construction only 2.0 lbs.
Dimensions: 14.75” L x 7.25” W x 3.62” H

CGR-PJ6-GB New
Designed to securely mount the Brother PocketJet mobile
printer in the 2011-newer Dodge Charger glove box. The
slide arms allow the printer to pull out for easy access and
to be stored within the closed glove box when not in use.
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Trunk Mounting Systems
CAP-TRAY-21, 25
21” or 25” x 16” powder coated 14 gauge steel equipment tray for 2011 & newer
Chevy Caprice attaches to the underside of the rear deck. Tray glides on wear-resistant
UHMW polyethylene and features a snap pin with lanyard to lock the tray in place.
Trays are available in 21” and 25”lengths, and are interchangeable. Heavy duty frame
construction assures long life and a stable equipment platform.

UNI-TRAY-21, 25

CAP-TRAY-21

UNI-TRAY-21

Universal 21” or 25” x 16” slide out trunk
tray for 2006 and newer Impala and many
other vehicles with rear deck mounting
space available. Trays are available in 21
and 25”lengths, and are interchangeable.
Heavy duty frame construction assures long life
and a stable equipment platform.

CGR11-TRAY-21
Adjustable 21” x 16” powder coated steel equipment tray for
2011 & newer Dodge Charger attaches to the underside of the
rear deck. Tray glides on wear-resistant UHMW polyethylene
and features snap pin with lanyard to lock the tray in place.
Heavy duty frame construction assures long life and a stable
equipment platform.

RHT-3420

CGR11-TRAY-21

CAP-SHELF
CGR11-SHELF
FPI-SHELF
Powder coated, full width
steel shelf for the Chevy
CGR11-SHELF
Caprice, Dodge Charger
or Ford Interceptor Sedan. Attaches to pre–drilled holes in
the trunk. Tray glides on extendible ball bearing slides.

34” x 23” hinged
equipment mounting
tray for the Chevrolet
Impala is constructed of
14 gauge steel with
welded corner seams for strength, and powder coated for long life
and easy cleaning. The bale bracket mount system permits easy
installation and adjustment of the tray height from 6” to 11”.
Loosen a wing nut on each side and the tray drops down for easy
access to your equipment.

ST-CGR11

ST-CGR11 for 2011 and newer Charger
ST-1516-DC for 2006 - 10 Charger
ST-1516-IM6 for 2006 and newer Impala
The solution for small equipment mounting is Lund’s side
mounting tray which allows complete access to the trunk. The tray is made from 1/8” aluminum for strength and mounts in
either the right or left quarter panel area in front of the taillight assembly. The unit is designed for quick and easy installation
with a special no hole top bracket. When the tray is secured, it fits in an area not normally “equipment friendly”.
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Gun Racks

SecureStor Gun Racks

SS-FSGM2

SS-GM2 &
SS-FSGM2
SecureStor SS-GM2 rear seat
dual gun rack mounts behind
the front seat on the hump
and is secured to the front
seat bolts and the rear seat
SS-GM2
support member.
The SS-FSGM2 mounts to a flat vehicle floor. Both will hold a variety
of shotguns and assault rifles with their adjustability and ease of
installation. A charging handle guard prevents charging the weapon
while secured. Slots on the bracket allow flashlight, radio speakers
and other equipment to be mounted out of the way.
Available with or without gun locks.

SS-CGM
Lund’s SS-CGM Cage mounted gun rack
features single or dual weapon mounting
and locking for long guns. The unit is
designed to quickly and securely attach
to most standard public safety vehicle
partitions. The SS-CGM features fully
adjustable lock and butt cup locations,
allowing for specific weapon and vehicle
fit. The SS-CGM is constructed of
powder coated steel for years of trouble
free service and ease of maintenance,
providing a clean and functional installation.
Available with or without lock heads.

SS-GM2-CAP
SS-GM2-CGR
SS-GM2-CGR11
SS-GM2-DUR
SS-GM2-EXPD
SS-GM2-F150

‘11+ Chevy Caprice behind the seat dual gunrack
‘06-10 Dodge Charger behind the seat dual gunrack
‘11+ Dodge Charger behind the seat dual gunrack
‘12+ Dodge Durango behind the seat dual gunrack
Ford Expedition behind the seat dual gunrack
Ford F-150 behind the seat dual gunrack

SS-GM2-FPIS
SS-GM2-FPIU
SS-GM2-IMP
SS-GM2-RAM
SS-GM2-SIL

‘12+ Interceptor Sedan behind the seat dual gunrack
‘12+ Interceptor Utility behind the seat dual gunrack
‘06+ Chevy Police Impala behind the seat dual gunrack
‘12+ Dodge Ram SSV behind the seat dual gunrack
Chevy 1500 Quad Cab behind the seat dual gunrack

please specify Super Cab or Super Crew

please specify Extended or Crew Cab

SS-GM2-TAH
‘06-14 Chevy Tahoe behind the seat dual gunrack
SS-GM2-TAH15 ‘15+ Chevy Tahoe behind the seat dual gunrack
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Equipment Vaults

SecureStor Vaults

SSTB-FPI-U

SSTB-EXPL installed in Ford Explorer
SecureStor heavy duty steel SUV vaults are fully carpeted to protect your equipment and feature a 8.5” high drawer on
heavy duty full extension slides rated to 250 lbs. Dual handles make sliding the drawer easy, and side perforations allow
air to circulate keeping out condensation. The units are available with a high security Simplex combination lock or dual
“T” handle locks. SecureStor vaults are powder coated for long life and easy clean-up and are available to fit Ford Explorer,
Expedition and Chevy Suburban/Tahoe, Trailblazer and many other vehicles
SSTB-SUB-3R: 22” D x 44” W x 23” H (w/ 3”Lip) SSTB-FPI-U 31” D x 40” W x 12” H SSTB-EXPD-EL: 52” D x 47” W x 12” H
SSTB-FPI-U
SSTB-EXPD
SSTB-EXPD-EL
SSTB-EXPL
SSTB-SUB
SSTB-SUB-3R
SSTB-TAH
SSTB-UL
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Ford Interceptor Utility SecurStor vault mounting kit
Ford Expedition SecurStor vault mounting kit
Ford Expedition EL SecurStor vault mounting kit
Ford Explorer SecurStor vault mounting kit (2006-10)
Chevy Suburban SecurStor vault mounting kit
Chevy Suburban 3rd row SecurStor vault mounting kit
Chevy Tahoe SecurStor vault mounting kit
Flat Floor SecurStor vault mounting kit

31” D x 40” W
35” D x 44” W
52” D x 47” W
35” D x 44” W
35” D x 44” W
24” D x 44” W x 25” H (special order only)
35” D x 44” W
35” D x 44” W

rugged

Weapon Storage
LGV-1540
shown with standard 1/4” foam liner.

LGV-1540

SecureStor Locking Gun Vaults

LGV-1636

Both feature a lift-off lid.

shown with optional custom cut insert.

Aluminum weapon storage box features a lift-off lid,
ventilation holes, electronic combination lock, easy grip
handles and 1/4”foam liner.

Both feature
an electronic
combination lock
with key override.

Optional: User-cuttable solid foam block (call for details).

40”W x 15”D x 7”H
also available:

LGV-1636
36”W x 16”D x 7”H

Optional:
radial pin
tumbler
key lock.

LGV-1636-12
36”W x 16”D x 12”H

Flashers
AT-300 & 400 Flashers
Lund’s AT-300* Alternating Headlight Flasher is designed to flash lamp loads up to
15 amps. per side at 120 flashes per minute. It’s 2-wire headlight hook-up allows
easy and fast installation in most vehicles.
The AT-400* Flashback is designed to alternately flash a vehicle’s brake and back-up
lights. Normal operation of the brake and back-up lights is automatic and overrides
the flasher. All electronic transmission diodes are incorporated into the flasher.

AT-500, 600, 700, 1000, 1100 & 1200 Flashers
AT-500* Ground Side Alternating Headlight Flasher is designed to flash lamp loads up
to 15 amps per side at 120 flashes per minute. This flasher is used on most foreign
vehicles and some domestic vehicles with ground side switching of the headlights. It’s
2-wire headlight hook-up allows easy installation in most applications.
AT-600* Alternating Headlight Flasher is completely solid state. This flasher is
designed to flash lamp loads up to 15 amps per side at 120 Flashes per minute and
features low current switching.
AT-700* Flashback is completely solid state and designed to alternately flash a vehicles
brake, back-up and auxiliary deck lights. This flasher has override of flash functions
with normal brake and back-up operation. It meets all current requirements for Shift lock interface, electronic transmissions and
non flashing third brake light.
AT-1000* Solid state ground side switched alternating headlight flasher that is DRL compatible
AT-1100* Solid state alternating headlight flasher that is DRL compatible
AT-1200* Solid state isolation headlight flasher
*Flashers are potted for water resistance, and allow placement under the hood.
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SFGH-100SC Siren System
SFGH-100SC

functionality

Full function 100 watt siren incorporating an
electronic alternating headlight flasher and a
brake back-up light flasher in the same
package. The SFGH-100SC is designed for
undercover use where a full function siren
with public address is needed.
The control head is only 3.5” L x 1.5” W x
1” H and very easy to conceal. The small
electronics module is easily located in the trunk and
cables are then routed to the front of the vehicle. The
SFGH-100 siren draws no battery current unless a siren
function is activated.
The unit turns on and off with the vehicle’s ignition
switch. The user simply activates the desired function
from the control head. Which include flashing
headlights, flashing brake/back-up lights, radio
rebroadcast, wail, yelp, public address and air horn.
An indicator shows when either flasher is on.
The volume knob provides control of both Public
Address and Radio Rebroadcast volume. Public
Address and air horn override siren functions at all times. Switch outputs can be used to control external strobe power packs
and lights, (500ma max per output). The siren system is equipped with connectors that make installation quick, easy and very
reliable, all with a minimum of technical knowledge. The electronics module has quick connect plugs for the control and power
cable assemblies.

2011-14 Charger Tail Light Arrow Kit
CGR-TLA Complete 2011 + Newer Charger Tail Light
Arrow Kit Includes:
Factory tail light module, 6 LED units installed
and wired with Arrow Control Head.
Assembled and ready to install on trunk lid.
CGR-TLA-BU Complete 2011 + Newer Charger Tail Light
Arrow Kit with Back-Up Light LED Modules includes:
Complete kit listed above and 2 back-up LED modules
furnished, installed and wired.
Flash Patterns
Left, Center-Out, Right:
Building, Sequencing, Bouncing Ball
Flash:
Flash, Flatflash, Sweepflash
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Installation Accessories
AOI Airbag Switch
The AOI Airbag control switch
allows the driver or passenger
to turn the airbag on and off.
The use of AOI’s PulseFire
Fuse technology eliminates
any question of switch position
at the time of impact. A false
claim is virtually impossible.
The new US-2/FLM and US-2/GM Dual igniter switches plug
directly into the harness of most Ford, Dodge or General Motors
vehicles. Installation is easy, non-invasive and the manufacturers’
warranty is unaffected.
See price guide for application information.

Side Curtain Airbag Switches
Control deployment of side curtain airbags which are becoming
standard equipment on more vehicles. They are an important
consideration for prisoner cages and side window mounted
equipment.

CG-X ChargeGuard

Formerly CG-MP

The ChargeGuard® automatic timer switch extends vehicle
battery life by preventing excessive discharge. The unit
adds the convenience of
turning your equipment
or computer on and off.
The switch's built-in
sensors automatically
turn equipment on when
the engine is started, and
equipment will stay on
for a pre-programmed
amount of time when the
engine is turned off. The
ChargeGuard® switch installs quickly and easily with a
variety of sensing options including under / over voltage
and comes complete, ready to install.

See price guide for application information.

Secure Idle Ignition override
With the vehicle in “Park”, push the button on the dashboard activating the Secure-Idle system.
Turn the ignition off and remove the key. Secure-Idle allows the vehicle's engine to continue
running providing power for vehicle and emergency equipment. Unit is deactivated by stepping
on the brake or moving the gear selector.

CEPT-30 PowerTamer
Time Out Timer. Offers 15 minute to 16 hour,
programmable battery saver. 3 Milliamp
standby current, solid state 30 amp service.
Automatic over and under voltage sensing
protection. 16.5 Volt over voltage protection.
Compact, self-contained. Water Resistant
construction mounts anywhere.
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AZ-12 Anti-Zap
Anti-Zap is a specialized version of the surge suppressor used in homes and offices to protect electronic
equipment and other electrical appliances. When the Anti-Zap is connected to your vehicles battery, it
becomes part of the electrical system. As voltage spikes pass through the AZ-12 they are immediately
“clipped” to a level safe for the vehicle’s electronics, thus preventing damage to Computers, Docking
Stations, Modems and other mobile electronics in your vehicle.
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847-459-1460
800-504-1460 toll free
847-714-9443 fax

Lund Industries, Inc.
3175 MacArthur Blvd
Northbrook, IL 60062

Product or “will it fit” questions email:

sales@lund-industries.com
To order or for order status email:

orders@lund-industries.com
web site:

www.lund-industries.com
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